LC Paper No. CB(1)2035/09-10(01)
(English version only)

Government’s decision on the way forward in respect of public service
broadcasting in Hong Kong and the future of Radio Television Hong
Kong (RTHK). And the end of the Government public consultation
exercise on how the role and function of RTHK should be
enhanced to achieve its mission as a public service broadcaster.
Our opinion, how the role and function of RTHK should be enhanced to achieve its
mission as a public service broadcaster as follows;
1. RTHK should try to give more accurate information to the public specially for all
government related information. i.e.Housing Society’s Sandwich Class Housing
Scheme in detail such as how to apply, where to contact , as a public what kind of
precautions should take, before enhanced the procedure.

2. In recent news we have to come to know that the Housing Authority is planning to
sell the government apartments to the public however, the announcements has not
yet been done. So we strongly recommend the RTHK to enclose such information to
the public.

3. Introduce about Hong Kong’s heritage, museum & most viewable places.

4. Introduce about the special foods & places near the most viewable places. For
example Tin Shui Wai Wet Land Park, Lantau Monastry, The Peak, suppose, if
somebody want to visit Tin Shui Wai’s Wet Land Park. People prefer to know
which restaurant is popular for what kind of food near by it.

5. Every district have special place to visit. Provide details about facilities, leisure,
transportation, foods of those districts to public and also recommend some famous
places.

6. Ethnic Minorities Radio program has very limited time slot. Such as Nepali radio
program air once in a week for only 1 hour. It make the society’s hot issue acquired
by the RTHK is not update. Try to make it every day or extend longer time in a
week so that public can manage to listen radio.

7. Enhance more educational program & language program. Ethnic minorities having
language difficulties in Hong Kong. Try to make Cantonese language learning
program or at least try to use or emphasis some Cantonese word or sentence in
between the program will be more memorable for public.

8. Introduce Government trainings & its usefulness. Such as VTC, Construction
Industries, ERB or some NGO’s have new commencement courses. So that
interested people can get benefit form it.

Warmest Regards

Mohammad Liaqat
Chairman
Pakistan Islamic Welfare Union (HK) Ltd.
25 May 2010
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